
SPM has established itself as one of the most important 
events in the country´s solar photovoltaic industry by bringing 
together all the main companies, organizations and leaders
in the sector under one roof, with a view to fostering the
use of solar technologies and contributing to sustainable 
development and the conservation of the environment

FADLALA AKABANI HNEIDE
Economic Development Minister for Mexico City

Mexico´s solar potential is a lot greater than that of 
Germany, reason why many Germany companies are 
investing in the country. Germany has a lot to offer and
we hope to continue cooperating with Mexico in the 
promotion of renewable energies worldwide, especially
in industries of the future like green hydrogen.

HIS EXCELLENCY PETER TEMPEL
German Ambassador to Mexico

SOLAR POWER MEXICO
reached its goals

and contributed to
the reactivation
of the economy.

The exhibition
floor encompassed

the industry´s
entire value chain.

It´s a growing market 
that is creating new 
opportunities in 
different segments 
—residential,
commercial and 
industrial— and here 
at Solar Power you 
can find them all.

Luis Gonzalez
Commercial Director,
Exel Solar

Expectations were
running high because
after two years of being 
far from our clients (…) 
we finally had the chance 
to reunite with the
Mexican community (…) 
We´re glad the shows are 
starting up again. It´s been 
a great experience, 
especially as far as 
concerns the organizers.

Gerliz Cancino
Communications and
Marketing Director, Trina Solar

It’s definitely an event 
we´ve been waiting
a long time for. It´s 
important for us to 
remain in direct contact 
with our clients.
We believe this is the 
ideal forum at which to 
showcase all the
innovations in Huawei´s 
portfolio of solutions.

Lucía López
Sales Director,
Huawei México

https://www.hfmexico.mx/solarpowermexico/es/ solarpowermx@SolarPowerMxSolar Power Mexico@SolarPowerMx
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